Chick-fil-A Job Descriptions

JOIN OUR TEAM!

Apply today at: cfaromajobs.com

Located:
5700 Romar Drive
Milford, OH 45150

We are seeking Team Members who:
- Anticipate the needs of others
- Strive for excellence
- Create a fun atmosphere
- Thrive in high-energy environments
- Are eager to learn
- Great attitude
- Hard working
- Dependable
- Honest
- Team-player
- Positive attitude & role model
- Responsive to team’s needs
- Takes initiative
- Works to serve others
- Motivated to grow and to learn
- Great verbal communicator
- Outgoing/friendly/patient
- Desire for ongoing training/education
- Detailed & keenly observant
- Passion for procedural discipline

At Chick-fil-A, the team member role is more than just a job, it's an opportunity. In addition to working directly for an independent Operator, team members gain life experience that goes far beyond just serving a great product in a friendly environment. Chick-fil-A is a great opportunity for people of all ages and backgrounds.
More information will be provided after you apply and as you go through the interview process. Look below for available jobs.

**Apply today at:** [cfaromajobs.com](http://cfaromajobs.com)

All jobs have flexible hours from as little as **10 hours to 40 hours** per week options. Below are the jobs available:

**Hospitality Team Member – starting at $10/Hr**
- Create Raving Fans by delivering genuinely remarkable experiences
- Highly Focused on guest service
- Provide hospitality towards all
- Cash management and order taking
- Work well in a team environment

**Kitchen Team Member - starting at $10/Hr**
- Assist in the preparation of high-quality food
- Focus on cleanliness and organization
- Work well in a team environment
- Know and adhere to Food Safety standards

**Team Leader - Competitive Wage Rates Available**
- Develop relationships, new store leadership and serve the community with excellence
- Hold the team and themselves to proper training standards
- Responsible for direction on shifts
- Overseeing store operations by leading by example
- Maintain a growth mindset that is proficient and willing to train others

**Apply today at:** [cfaromajobs.com](http://cfaromajobs.com)

**Connect with us:**

@CFARomarCenter